Thursday 8PM August 2, 2001

4 Offbeats - Music 3:00 The guys play another Bistro gig, this time without a net. Hilarious consequences result. Tim Boomer, Jay Kadis, Doug McLean, Darrell Preece.

5 Wild World of Money - 1:00 The money of Malaysia is examined. (Surprise: it’s got bacteria on it.)

7 Today in the stock market (CC) Lessons on jumping out of Windows™ are reviewed by leading investors and advisors. (Time approximate)

9 Nova: the Cloning of a President - 1:00 Ethical issues and technical dilemmas are examined, but not very closely. (Voters strongly cautioned.)

36 Titanic II - Docudrama 2:00 The raising of the sunken wreck of the Titanic brings up hilarious consequences.

44 Wrestling 1:00 Professional actors grapple with each other. Gov. Jessie Ventura hosts. Everyone sues.

48 Commercial Programs - 18:00.

COM Saving the Earth - Comedy 2:00 Attempts to halt global warming fall on deaf ears, hilarious flooding results.

ESPN Football from South America - Sports - 3:00 Ecuador versus Peru. Hilarious consequences ensue.

FN Iron Stomach - Food 1:00. Contestants attempt to eat this week's creations, all containing the special ingredient: phenolphthalein.

HSC Home Shopping - 24:00

MTV Duh!!! Music stars compete in questionable hi-jinks, leading to hilarious consequences. The Monkees, Dr. Dre, LaToya Jackson.

CLOSE-UP

8PM (time approximate) Music - 3:00

The foursome known as Offbeats again delivers an action-packed adventure as they delve into their repertoire of original rock-ska tunes and pull out another pretty tolerable evening of “entertainment”. Veterans of the Bay Area music scene, they venture forth yet again in a daring attempt to remember their forgotten past.

The Bistro 8 PM, Thursday, Aug. 2, 2001. Main and B St. Hayward

Beer, snacks, music. Just like on TV!